
From: neil bay 

Sent: Thu, 10 Jun 2021 23:01:01 +0000 

To: T9PublicHearing 

Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing and Application of Executive Orders 

13988 and 14021 - Sex matters 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you for allowing public commentary and allowing discourse on this subject. 
From a logic standpoint: 

Sex happens at conception, far long before any brain or even human looking parts form. 

No person can assert that they are in the correct or incorrect body: they only have one reference point. 

The one they are walking around in. It is not possible to assert another and existence in another body. 

These problems are outlined in the DSMV. 

Women in the USA do not have legal or citizenship status that is equal to men. We are taxed at the same 

rate as those men. We make up 52% of the population. 

We have only one Constitutional right: to vote. 

This means we do not have due process in public services, courts etc. A judge or arbitrator MAY 

consider, but it doesn't happen in many sectors. 

For example, it is legal to discriminate against women in family court proceedings as billions of dollars 

from HHS are fed into states only granted by litigating against mothers. Fatherhood.govand social 

security title iv D and E money works to break down the essence of family- children apart from their 

mothers. 

Women have a cultural bias against them. Misogyny is the go to in the USA and just because one is a 

woman, doesn't preclude her from forwarding misogyny. 

Women suffer a significant wage gap- despite employment laws alleging to enable equal pay. Pay is not 

a constitutional right. Neither is housing, lending or education. 

It's appalling in this day and age women are not considered equal to men, but forwarding policies 
allowing men to usurp our biological identity too is too much. It is rooted in misogyny. 

Again, sex happens at conception. Only male or female is possible- regardless of any mutated 

chromosomes or innate traits. 

Please do your part to end misogyny and move to come closer to give equal legal and citizenship status 

to women than men have. Gender is a social construct. I would certainly identify out of my oppression, 

wage disparity, lack of due process if I could. But sadly, sex happens at conception and it can never be 

undone. 

Sincerely, 
Neil Bay 

(b)(6) 
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